Adventure and Island Living
24 HOURS IN BAHRAIN

1. Water Sports
   - Get some fun in the sun with the variety of water-sport activities available on the island
   - @DELMAMARINE
   - @DIVE_VISION
   - @EXPERIENCEBAHRAIN.BH
   - @EXTREMESPORTZME

2. Pearl Snorkeling / Diving
   - Go out hunting for pearls by booking a pearl diving/snorkeling trip with
   - @DELMAMARINE
   - @DIVE_VISION
   - @EXPERIENCEBAHRAIN.BH
   - @EXTREMESPORTZME

3. Horse Riding
   - Wind down with a scenic horse-riding tour around the Bahrain Fort with
   - @KASHTA.TOURS

4. Island Dining
   - Indulge in a variety of sea food dishes @ALBAN-DERHOTELANDRESORT with a beach view
Wind down with a scenic horse-riding tour around the Bahrain Fort with @KASHTA.TOURS.

Enjoy island trips to Jaradah or Al Dar island for a sunshine day with crystal clear waters and smooth golden sand.

Experience food, culture and buzzing rooftop vibes at Block 338.
Visit one of our beaches for an island getaway or at one of the beach hotels.

Go out hunting for pearls by booking a pearl diving/snorkeling trip with @DELMARINE @DIVISION @EXPERIENCEBAHRAIN.BH @EXTREMESPORTZME.

2 DAYS IN BAHRAIN

DAY 2

4 Pearl Snorkeling/Diving

5 Beach Water Sports

6 Cycling in Jasra

Pearl Snorkeling/Diving

Go out hunting for pearls by booking a pearl diving/snorkeling trip with @DELMARINE @DIVISION @EXPERIENCEBAHRAIN.BH @EXTREMESPORTZME.

2 DAYS IN BAHRAIN

DAY 2

Visit one of our beaches for an island getaway @MARASSIBEACH @SOLYMARBAHRAIN @WATERGARDENCITY or at one of the beach hotels.

A must do for our adventure travelers is renting a bike to discover the village of Jasra.

Cycling in Jasra
Wind down with a scenic horse-riding tour around the Bahrain Fort with @Kashta.Tours.

Enjoy island trips to Jaradah or Al Dar island for a sunshine day with crystal clear waters and smooth golden sand.

Experience food, culture and buzzing rooftop vibes at Block 338.
3 DAYS IN BAHRAIN

DAY 2

Go out hunting for pearls by booking a pearl diving/snorkeling trip with @DELMAMARINE @DIVE_VISION @EXPERIENCEBAHRAIN.BH @EXTREMESPORTZME.

Visit one of our beaches for an island getaway @MARASSIBEACH @SOLYMARBAHRAIN @WATERGARDENCITY or at one of the beach hotels.

A must do for our adventure travelers is renting a bike to discover the village of Jasra.

4 Pearl Snorkeling / Diving

5 Beach Water Sports

6 Cycling in Jasra
Lost Paradise of Dilmun

Beat the summer heat with your loved ones
@LP_0DATERParK

Karting

Accelerate the excitement and join for some adrenaline driving
@BAHRAIN_KARTING

Water Sports

Unfold the hidden ‘islandness’ in Bahrain with @BEACHCULTURE

3 DAYS IN BAHRAIN

DAY 3
To book a tour
info@bestofbahrain.com
+973 3877 8011